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Introduction

David Hostler’s arrival at Harvard University’s Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology in 1997 marked the culmination of a long struggle. For almost a century, his tribe’s sacred regalia—religious items believed to embody the spirit of the creator—had lain locked away in the museum. Now a federal law, the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), required museums and federal agencies to return Native American human remains and cultural items under their control to lineal descendants, culturally affiliated Indian tribes, and Native Hawaiian organizations. A curator for the Hupa Valley Indian Tribe, Hostler had come to collect seventeen artifacts on behalf of his reservation. “As we started going through the collections,” he said of the Peabody staff, “I was forewarned to wear gloves and a breathing apparatus…. They said, ‘We don’t know what’s on this stuff, but to be safe, you should wear gloves.’ I didn’t get no clear understanding of the problem until I got back, but that’s when I first learned about the poison.”

As Hostler soon discovered, the items were saturated with mercury, naphthalene, and DDT, chemicals applied by museum curators to ward off pests and forestall decay. The practice was a common one, dating back to the 18th century and continuing well into the 1970s and ’80s, when the chemicals’ harmful effects on human health first became apparent. But until NAGPRA’s enactment in 1990, no one foresaw that native people would once again control these cultural items and, importantly, that they would use them for their intended purposes.

Under NAGPRA, the museum official or Federal agency official must inform the recipients of repatriations of any presently...
known treatment of the human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony with pesticides, preservatives, or other substances that represent a potential hazard to the objects or to persons handling the objects.\textsuperscript{12}

A museum that has failed to comply with this requirement is liable for civil penalties.\textsuperscript{13}

To date, none of the counts alleged under 43 C.F.R. § 10.12(b)(1)(viii), for failure to inform, have yet been investigated, let alone substantiated. Nonetheless, publications have documented the dissatisfaction of tribal members who waited years for sacred objects to be repatriated, only to find that the items were toxic and unusable for the purposes for which they were made.\textsuperscript{15} Native American activists have been vocal about museums’ moral obligation to the tribes, with some arguing that the institutions should take responsibility for the objects’ testing and decontamination.\textsuperscript{16} Conservators have convened symposia to highlight the problem and discuss potential solutions,\textsuperscript{17} and articles on the topic have appeared in medical and environmental journals.\textsuperscript{18} Several museums have been sued for exposing their own employees to pesticides, in violation of OSHA standards.\textsuperscript{19} As one of NAGPRA’s savings provisions, at 43 C.F.R. § 10.15(d)(4), states that nothing in the regulations can be construed to “limit any procedural or substantive right which may otherwise be secured to individuals or Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations,” Native Americans might, similarly, seek redress through tort litigation for injuries caused by exposure to contaminated cultural items.

No legal analysis of a museum or federal agency’s duty to inform repatriation recipients of any presently known treatment of repatriated items with hazardous substances, under NAGPRA or any other law, has yet been done. This paper attempts to fill that void by providing guidance to museums and federal agencies on this duty. The paper first describes NAGPRA and the process it provides for repatriating certain cultural items from museums and federal agencies to lineal descendants, Indian tribes, and Native Hawaiian organizations, and the unintended consequences of this transfer of control. Next described are the historic treatment of cultural items with toxic materials and the risk this poses to recipients of repatriated items. The paper then lays out the duty to inform and the potential legal action that might be initiated against a museum or federal agency for breach of that duty. It next examines how “presently known treatment” might be proved. Finally, it suggests a best practice for satisfying the duty to inform recipients of repatriations of any presently known treatment of cultural items with potentially hazardous substances.

**Background: Repatriation under NAGPRA**

NAGPRA is a federal law that requires federal agencies and museums receiving federal funds as of November 16, 1990, to return Native American human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony, under their control, to lineal descendants, culturally affiliated Indian tribes, and Native Hawaiian organizations, as appropriate.\textsuperscript{20}

The repatriation process begins with museums and federal agencies completing, as required, either descriptive summaries of cultural items or itemized inventories of Native American human remains and funerary items over which they have control. In consultation with tribal government or Native Hawaiian organization officials, traditional religious leaders, and lineal descendants, a determination is first made as to whether an item fits a NAGPRA category and, if so, determining to which party or parties with standing to request the repatriation the item is culturally affiliated. Museums and federal agencies must prepare item-by-item inventories of all human remains and associated funerary objects under their control, also in consultation with tribes, and, if cultural affiliation is determined, notify the appropriate tribe or tribes through a Notice of Inventory Completion. For unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony, museums and agencies must provide summaries (rather than object-by-object inventories) describing “the scope of the collection, kinds of objects included, reference to geographical location, means and period of acquisition and cultural affiliation, where readily ascertainable.” Finally, the museum or agency must “expeditiously” repatriate these human remains, funerary objects, and objects of cultural patrimony to a culturally affiliated tribe or a lineal descendant upon request following publication of a Notice of Intent to Repatriate Cultural Items, or upon a claim for cultural items and publication of a Notice of Intent to Repatriate. As a result of this process, objects that, for decades, might have lain untouched in display cases
and storage facilities are once again being put to the uses for which they were made, or subject to handling in the process of reburial.

**Historic Treatment of Cultural Items with Toxic Materials**

While repatriation returns control of cultural items to lineal descendants and Native people, the result also poses risks. For many years, curatorial procedures included applying pesticides to individual artifacts, as well as to the areas where artifacts were stored, in order to protect museum collections from biodeterioration. Standard treatments in the late 19th and early 20th centuries included arsenic, boric acid, and mercuric chloride. Later, when museums began using closed cabinets to store their collections, volatile fumes—including naphthalene, camphor, paradichlorobenzene, carbon disulfide, cyclohexane, and fluorosilicate compounds—became popular. In the 1950s, pesticides that had been developed for agricultural use—sprays, dusts, fogs, and resin strips containing chlorinated hydrocarbons and organic phosphates—found their way into curatorial usage, as did crack-and-crevice pesticides containing carbamates and boric acid. Even in the latter part of the 20th century, pressurized fumigation chambers employing ethylene oxide, methyl bromide, and sulfonyl fluoride were considered a safe and effective means of eradicating pests.

Eventually, with tighter restrictions on the manufacture and sale of pesticides at the end of the 20th century and growing awareness of the effects of pesticides on human health and the environment, museums began to limit their use of these chemicals. Today, integrated pest management programs, which establish guidelines for pest prevention and removal, include nonchemical insect-killing methods such as freezing, high heat, and oxygen deprivation. While these programs bode well for future museum acquisitions, many of the older items now being reintegrated into tribal communities have already been contaminated with toxins.

Were repatriated items merely stored in tribal museums in the same manner and for the same uses as in the repatriating institutions, the risk of injury to recipients caused by exposure to toxins likely would be equivalent to the risk assumed by collections staffs at federal agencies and museums. Instead, sacred objects and objects of cultural patrimony often are worn against the skin during religious ceremonies, placed in food storage structures to ensure a bountiful harvest, or ritually destroyed via burial or burning, while human remains and funerary objects are reburied, thus allowing chemical residues to seep into the earth. Each of these activities creates an opportunity for potentially hazardous substances to enter the body through absorption, inhalation, or consumption.

**Duty to Inform and Potential Legal Consequences for Breach of That Duty**

In some situations, transferring toxic items to another might carry a risk of legal liability for the transferor. Through regulation, NAGPRA explicitly imposes a duty on museums and federal agencies to “inform the recipients of repatriations of any presently known treatment of the human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony with pesticides, preservatives, or other substances that represent a potential hazard to the objects or to persons handling the objects.” Failure to comply with this requirement can subject a museum to a NAGPRA civil penalty or a federal agency to injunctive or other relief under the Administrative Procedure Act. In addition, breach of this duty might subject a museum or federal agency to tort liability under, respectively, the common law and the Federal Tort Claims Act.

**Failure to Comply with the Requirement of NAGPRA at 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e)**

In NAGPRA, Congress tasked the Secretary of the Interior with promulgating regulations for the imposition of civil penalties against museums that have failed to comply with the requirements of the law. The civil penalty regulations are codified at 43 C.F.R. § 10.12. The Secretary of the Interior is responsible for assessing civil penalties and has delegated this authority to the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks. Anyone may bring an allegation of museum failure to comply but must do so in writing.
There are eight ways in which a museum might fail to comply with the requirements of NAGPRA.33 “Whether a museum has failed to comply is determined under a strict liability standard.”34 In other words, intent is not an element of the violation. Violations are civil in nature, with recourse for violations assessed as penalty amounts paid to the government.

A museum has failed to comply with the requirements of NAGPRA if it breaches the duty to inform set forth at 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e).35 According to the plain meaning of the words in 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e), the duty extends only to “recipients of repatriations” and not, for example, to all the individuals who consulted with the museum during the NAGPRA process and, in the course of NAGPRA consultation, came into contact with an item. Also, the duty is restricted to NAGPRA items actually repatriated. The breach of duty need not cause an actual injury in order for a violation to exist under NAGPRA. If a museum breaches the duty to inform and does cause an injury in fact, the Assistant Secretary may assess the museum a penalty amount based on economic and noneconomic damages suffered by the aggrieved party, in addition to the base penalty amount of $5,000 or .25% of the museum’s budget, whichever amount is less.

Unlike museums, federal agencies are not subject to the civil penalty provisions of NAGPRA, but they nevertheless are subject to the law’s requirements, including the duty to inform in 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e). Consequently, a federal agency that breaches that duty could be subject to an action under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).36 Under the APA, “a person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of the relevant statute” is entitled to judicial review of that action.37 The APA allows the aggrieved party to bring an action for injunctive relief (not money damages) in federal court and to name the U.S. as a defendant, provided that one or more federal officers are identified as being responsible for compliance with any injunctive decree issued.

A court hearing a claim under the APA can either compel an agency to act when action has been “unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed,” or set aside an agency action found to be arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise unlawful.38 In the case of an individual who has been harmed by an agency’s failure to warn that an artifact had been treated with pesticides prior to repatriation, neither compelling the agency to warn nor halting repatriation would be effective, since repatriation has already occurred and the harm has been done. However, the employee responsible for returning the artifact without a proper warning still faces disciplinary action. If the Office of Special Counsel determines that the employee has “violated the provisions of any law, rule, or regulation” within the Special Counsel’s purview, it may prepare a written complaint against the employee and present it to the Merit Systems Protection Board, which may in turn suspend or reprimand the employee, impose a fine of up to $1,000, demotion, or debarment from federal employment for a period of up to five years.39

Private Tort Actions for Injury Caused by a Breach of the Duty to Inform

While museums face NAGPRA civil penalties and federal agencies face disciplinary action if they fail to comply with the duty to inform in 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e), they both face being sued in private tort actions if their breach of that duty causes an injury.

NAGPRA states that “any museum which repatriates any item in good faith pursuant to this Act shall not be liable for claims by an aggrieved party or for claims of breach of fiduciary duty, public trust, or violations of state law that are inconsistent with the provisions of this Act.”40 At the same time, the law has a savings provision stating that “nothing in this Act shall be construed to … deny or otherwise affect access to any court or limit any procedural or substantive right which may otherwise be secured to individuals or Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations.”41 Thus, should a museum or federal agency fail to repatriate in good faith, NAGPRA would not preclude an injured party from suing the museum or agency. A museum that repatriates a NAGPRA item and fails to inform the recipient of any presently known treatment of the cultural item with a substance that is potentially hazardous to either people or the object itself is not repatriating the item in compliance with NAGPRA. A noncompliant repatriation might reasonably be deemed bad faith
repatriation. Thus, NAGPRA would not preclude a plaintiff who had been injured as the proximate result of the museum or agency’s breach of the duty to inform from bringing an action in tort against the museum or federal agency.

Federal agencies may only be sued under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), which waives the government’s sovereign immunity. The FTCA serves as “the legal mechanism for compensating persons injured by negligent or wrongful acts of Federal employees committed within the scope of their employment.” When a federal employee is sued pursuant to the FTCA, the government stands in as the defendant. The head of the agency is authorized to settle claims in any amount, although compensation over $25,000 must be approved by the Attorney General. Claims of less than $2,500 must be paid out of the agency’s appropriations. Museums and museum employees, having no sovereign immunity to waive, may be sued at common law.

If a museum or federal agency fails to inform a tribe that a repatriated mask is known to have been treated with arsenic and an individual becomes sick after wearing the mask, the tribe or individual could sue the United States under the FTCA for the federal agency official’s negligence or bring a private tort action for negligence against the museum or museum employee. To establish a case for negligence, a plaintiff must show that (1) the defendant museum or agency owed the plaintiff a duty (such as the statutory duty to warn of known pesticide treatment), (2) the museum or agency breached its duty, (3) injury occurred to the plaintiff or plaintiff’s property, and (4) a direct causal relationship existed between the injury and the defendant’s breach. Plaintiffs in negligence actions for improper application of pesticides can recover for damage to the artifact and personal bodily injury—including pain and suffering, medical expenses, future disability or subsequent disease, aggravation of a previously existing condition, or impairment of earning capacity—as well as punitive damages; that is, additional amounts where there is egregious behavior on the part of the defendant.43

**Determining “Presently Known Treatment”**

In any of the three actions outlined above—NAGPRA civil penalty, APA action, or private tort suit—an aggrieved party must show that the museum or federal agency failed to inform the recipient about the repatriated artifact’s “presently known treatment” with a potentially hazardous substance. As the term “presently known treatment” is a constituent element of the duty to inform—and the breach of that duty—it is important to determine the facts that might satisfy this element.

At first glance, 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e) seems fairly straightforward. Indeed, the proposal that museums and federal agencies be required to inform recipients about a repatriated artifact’s known treatment with potentially hazardous substances merits only one sentence in the statute’s legislative history, indicating its seemingly uncontroversial nature. Nevertheless, museums and federal agencies cannot always account for the history or the treatment of an object, even during the period when the item was in their control. Thus, determining what museums and agencies “know” about their collections is necessarily a task to be performed on a case-by-case, totality-of-the-circumstances basis.

If asked about how an object has been preserved, a museum official would probably turn to conservation records first. In theory, each object in a collection would have its own documentation detailing if, when, and how it was treated with preservatives. In practice, however, these records are often incomplete or missing. While museum records can help identify potential toxins, they are not always accurate or comprehensive, and often they cover only certain time periods. Even if a museum has documented an object’s treatment in painstaking detail, there is no guarantee that the archaeologist or collector who acquired the piece did not treat it prior to its acquisition by the museum.

When written records are lacking, some museums interview prior employees about chemicals used on collection items during their tenure at the museum. However, given that many items were acquired several generations ago, the person who might originally have treated the item is not always available for comment. Historical practices are relevant here.
An artifact’s physical appearance can provide clues to its treatment, as when arsenic crystals are clearly visible on the object’s surface. However, most pesticides and preservatives are not visible to the naked eye and, as a result, a battle of the experts could ensue concerning whether the pristine condition of a cultural item that otherwise should have deteriorated due to age or infestation shows, more likely than not, that the item has been preserved.

Chemical analysis is the only surefire method of determining what preservatives have been applied to an artifact. Testing each object for the presence or absence of a myriad of potentially hazardous substances, though, would be a guessing game, since a lab must first have some sense of what chemicals to look for before it can choose the appropriate method of analysis. Testing equipment is available, but each can detect some, not all, toxins.

A museum might not have actual knowledge that a particular object in its collection was treated with a potentially hazardous substance. Nonetheless, knowledge that hazardous chemicals were routinely used throughout most of the 20th century to preserve collections is widespread in the curatorial community. So, if museum or federal agency professionals, to whom specialized knowledge is imputed, know that, at some time in the past, the industry standard was to treat certain materials or categories of materials with potentially hazardous substances, and if the repatriated cultural items contain those materials, then that knowledge might satisfy the meaning of “presently known treatment,” which, in turn, would trigger the duty to inform imposed by 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e). On the other hand, if “presently known treatment” applies only to a museum or federal agency’s actual knowledge that potentially hazardous substances were applied to a particular repatriated item, then the museum’s duty, at least under NAGPRA, is more circumscribed. Thus, the meaning of the term “presently known treatment” is key to understanding the duty to inform.

Legal analysis suggests that a court would interpret the phrase “presently known treatment” to encompass both actual and constructive knowledge of an artifact’s treatment, thus imposing on museums and federal agencies a broad duty to inform. When the language of a statute is ambiguous, common-law principles provide courts with a valuable guide in interpreting the statute’s meaning. In fact, “where there is a limitation by statute which is capable of more than one construction, the statute must be given that construction which is consistent with common law.” Therefore, a court interpreting a museum’s duty to warn under NAGPRA would look to prior common law actions in which defendants had supplied third parties with dangerous items without warning them of the danger in advance.

According to the Second Restatement of Torts:

One who supplies directly or through a third person a chattel for another to use is subject to liability to those whom the supplier should expect to use the chattel with the consent of the other or to be endangered by its probable use, for physical harm caused by the use of the chattel in the manner for which and by a person for whose use it is supplied, if the supplier (a) knows or has reason to know that the chattel is or is likely to be dangerous for the use for which it is supplied, and (b) has no reason to believe that those for whose use the chattel is supplied will realize its dangerous condition, and (c) fails to exercise reasonable care to inform them of its dangerous condition or of the facts which make it likely to be dangerous.

Under this doctrine, the duty to inform recipients of a repatriated cultural item’s treatment with a potentially hazardous substance is imposed when the supplier knew—or even when he or she merely “had reason to know”—that the object was dangerous for its intended use and when the recipients would not have realized its dangerous condition. A party “has reason to know” something when he “has information from which a person of reasonable intelligence, or of the superior intelligence of the actor, would infer that the fact in question exists, or would govern his or her conduct upon the assumption that it does exist.”

Like the “supplier” referenced above, museums and federal agencies know that chemically treated, repatriated cultural items are dangerous for the use for which they are supplied. Collection staffs themselves take precautions when handling items that have been treated and, therefore, would realize that, even if a
toxic object never left a tribal museum or repository, it would pose a risk to tribal curators unaware of its toxic properties. The risk increases for items not consigned to display cases, such as sacred objects; that is, “specific ceremonial objects which are needed by traditional Native American religious leaders for the practice of traditional Native American religions by their present day adherents.” Because museums and federal agencies know that such objects will be handled or worn during religious ceremonies, they know that any toxic residues on the objects would make them “dangerous for their intended use.”

Collection staffs, to whom specialized knowledge is imputed, also know that the recipients will not suspect the potentially hazardous condition of the cultural items being repatriated to them, as (1) laymen are unlikely to be familiar with conservation procedures, (2) presentations aimed at alerting recipients of repatriations to the hazards of exposure to potentially toxic substances are a recent phenomenon and (3) even when informed that an object is coated with potentially hazardous substances, the recipients are often unaware of the health risks these substances pose.

As long as a plaintiff can prove that museum or federal agency personnel “knew or had reason to know” that cultural items had been treated with potentially hazardous substances prior to repatriation, the museum or agency can be held liable in tort for an injury proximately caused by the failure to inform the recipient(s).

There are several ways a plaintiff might prove a museum or federal agency’s knowledge that a repatriated cultural item had been treated with a potentially hazardous substance. First, they could show that the repatriating museum or federal agency had applied the injurious substance. Second, they could offer facts contained in the museum or agency’s records to show that, more likely than not, a collection professional would know that the injurious cultural item had been treated with a potentially hazardous substance. Third, demonstrative evidence for the physical presence of a potentially hazardous substance on the repatriated cultural item—including the presence of arsenic crystals or other residues, a distinctive smell, evidence of prior infestation and repair, or signs that an organic object was unusually well-preserved for its age—might be proffered to prove that the museum or federal agency knew or should have known that the item had been treated. Fourth, evidence showing that the museum or federal agency knew or should have known both that, at some point in time, the repatriated cultural item formed part of a collection and that one or more of the other items in that collection had been treated with a potentially hazardous substance might be dispositive of knowledge that the injurious cultural item itself had been treated. Similarly, evidence showing both that the museum or federal agency acquired other, individual items from the transferor of the repatriated, injurious cultural item, and knew or should have known that one or more of those other acquired items had been treated with a potentially hazardous substance, might satisfy the “presently known treatment” element of the case. Even if, in fact, the injurious cultural item was known not to have been treated with a potentially hazardous substance, perhaps evidence showing that the museum or federal agency knew or should have known that the injurious cultural item came into physical contact with another item that had been treated with a potentially hazardous substance might be sufficient to establish the duty to inform and the “presently known treatment” element of the tort.

Finally, the widespread use of pesticides and other poisonous chemicals on items in collections as recently as the 1980s, and the massive attention that such poisonous preservatives have received in recent industry literature, raises the question in a legal sphere of whether there is a preliminary pre-supposition that can easily be made that repatriated cultural items collected prior to the 1980s were treated with potentially hazardous substances. If the answer is yes, then the duty to inform would attach to almost all cultural items repatriated from collections. Such presumption would have an obvious chilling effect on claims and the return of repatriated sacred objects or objects of cultural patrimony to the uses for which they were created, as an unknown health risk to the potential user likely could outweigh the benefits of use.

Although the NAGPRA statute does not explicitly require museums and federal agencies to inform recipients of repatriations about treatments of which they “knew or had reason to know,” courts might nevertheless choose to hold them to the same constructive knowledge standard they have applied to suppliers of dangerous chattel, especially when doing so promotes the law’s purpose. NAG-PRA’s legislative history indicates
that, in addition to providing a practical framework for repatriating human remains and certain cultural items, the statute was enacted “to reverse several hundred years of abuses of a people, their lands and their very roots,” and “was meant to redress past wrongs against tribes, and to level the playing field, so it’s no longer tilted in the favor of scientists.”

According to one canon of construction, “statutes benefiting Native Americans should be construed liberally in their favor.” NAGPRA benefits Native Americans by effecting the repatriation and disposition of human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony. Because liberally construing the duty of a museum or federal agency to inform the recipient of repatriation that a cultural item has been treated with a potentially hazardous substance would provide greater protection for the recipients, a court might very well interpret “presently known treatment” to include both the actual and constructive knowledge of treatment.

Another legal canon holds that public health and safety statutes should be liberally construed in favor of the public. The requirement of 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e) serves as a public health safeguard, since it minimizes the chance that repatriation recipients will suffer illness or death as a result of handling toxic cultural items. As a broader construction of “known” advances this interest, a court might hold a museum or federal agency liable for failure to inform if it had reason to know of an artifact’s treatment with a potentially hazardous substance.

The duty to inform aside, a museum or federal agency cannot be held liable for failure to test artifacts in order to determine how they were treated. The Second Restatement of Torts makes a clear distinction between manufacturers and retailers who supply chattel for business purposes and other types of suppliers: the former are required to test for defects, while the latter are merely required to disclose what they have reason to know based on existing evidence. Because museums and federal agencies gain no financial benefit from repatriation, they are under no duty to routinely test their entire collections for the presence of potentially hazardous substances. The language of 43 C.F.R. § 10.10(e) supports this argument: by restricting the duty to “presently” known treatment, the regulation obviates a museum’s duty to acquire additional knowledge through testing, unless and until repatriation becomes a factor.

Best Practice Model

This paper has focused mainly on the legal duty to inform a recipient of repatriation of the treatment of cultural items with potentially hazardous substances and the possible consequences for the breach of that duty. But it was written against a backdrop of human health and safety. For this reason, a museum or federal agency that reasonably can test cultural items absent and prior to repatriation should do so. Thus, for example, in Washington State, The Burke Museum, which pioneered a testing program for lead, arsenic, and mercury on tribal cultural objects using portable x-ray fluorescence spectrometers, has affirmatively responded to every request to test Native American collections located in the Pacific Northwest. Others have followed suit, including the National Museum of Natural History, which uses x-ray fluorescence to test all of its ethnological items made of wood, feathers, hair, and hide for heavy metals.

Those museums that cannot afford the XFR spectrometers $40,000–50,000 price tag should follow the advice of Nancy Odegaard and Alyce Sadongei of the Arizona State Museum and determine an artifact’s treatment history by conducting “a thorough review of many museum documents, archives, conservation correspondences and reports, and letters to earlier staff members that may be on file.” In addition, repatriation officials should look beyond written records and ask themselves whether other types of evidence provide constructive knowledge that a cultural item was treated with a potentially hazardous substance. Odegaard and Sadongei suggest the following checklist:

1. Is there evidence of prior infestation?
2. Are residual pesticides indicated?
3. Is there evidence of museum repairs, restorations, and alterations?
4. Are there any written records that would suggest the use of pesticides?

5. Based on past storage locations, what pesticides might typically have been used on or near this object?\textsuperscript{84}

It is advisable for museums and federal agencies to research and answer these questions before they are involved in litigation or a court tells them that they breached their duty to inform. Only after examining all the available evidence can a museum or federal agency satisfy the duty to inform the recipients of a repatriated cultural items presently known treatment with potentially hazardous substances.

Museums might take a cue from the National Museum of Natural History and supplement the information about \textit{specific} pesticides they provide to repatriation recipients with a more general caution: because there is no way to know with absolute certainty exactly how each artifact was treated, all artifacts should be presumed to be hazardous and handled and stored with care,\textsuperscript{85} and recipients should speak to a health professional about the risks of pesticide exposure.\textsuperscript{86}

Hopefully, as conservators, tribal representatives, and cultural organizations continue to work together to determine how cultural items were treated, these items may one day be decontaminated and reintegrated into the daily lives of their recipients. In the meantime, compliance with NAGPRA’s duty to inform should be construed liberally, in order to minimize the risk of physical harm to recipients during the repatriation process.
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